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The Lexical Stress in East Slavic  
Iryna Osadcha (Department of Linguistics, U of T) 

The stress systems of East Slavic languages is characterized by lexical stress, meaning that 

the morphemes are inherently (lexically) accented. While there is an extensive literature on 

Russian stress, the generative analyses of Ukrainian and Belarusian stress systems are few 

(Butska 2002, Yanovich and Steriade 2010, 2011; Dubina 2012). They do not account for all the 

major nominal patterns and do not use metrical representations bracketed grid representations as 

proposed by Idsardi (1992), Halle and Idsardi (1995). 

I propose that Ukrainian and Belarusian feature the same Edge marking parameters and 

Lexical Edge Markings as Idsardi (1992) proposes for Russian. Both languages also have 

unaccented, accented and post-accenting stems. However, there are stress patterns in Ukrainian 

and Belarusian that act differently in the singular and plural paradigms (i. accented in Sg., post-

accenting in Pl.; ii. post-accenting in Sg., accented in Pl.; iii. stress falls on different syllables of 

the stem in Sg. and Pl.). I call the stems showing these patterns shifting stems: unlike in Russian, 

they are very common in both languages and cannot be derived using the regular parameters. 

To account for these stress patterns, I propose an original shifting rule that comes with 

several constraints: a parenthesis must be already present on the stem (no unaccented stems); a 

parenthesis must be at the edge of the stem (no accented stems of type x(x); c) a shifting 

parenthesis cannot lose contact with the stem (no shifting to the suffix). 

(1) Shifting rule (restricted to shifting stems when a plural ending is present): 

 (a) Move a left parenthesis to the right edge of the stem: (x x > x x(  

(b) Move a left parenthesis one constituent to the right: (x x > x (x. If movement to the 

right is not available, move the left parenthesis one constituent to the left: x x( > x (x. 

Here are derivations for singular and plural forms of Ukrainian hólub ‘pigeon’ (type i):  

(2) hólub ‘pigeon’, Gen. sg. suffix -a, Nom. pl. suffix -y 

 a. Gen. sg. hólub-a b. Nom. pl. *hólub-y c. Nom. pl. holub-ý 
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In Gen. Sg. (2a), stem holub- behaves like accented stem: besides of the default right 

parenthesis that merely marks a word boundary, it gets a left parenthesis to the left of the first 

element due to the lexical Edge marking of the stem; the same element is projected to Line 1 and 

to Line 2 due to the Edge Parameters (as defined by Idsardi 1992: 110), resulting in the desired 

form hólub-a. However, the derivation for Nom. pl. in (2b) following the same steps yields the 

wrong form *hólub-y. Now, in (2c) we apply the Shifting rule, as defined in (1a), at Line 0: it 

moves the left parenthesis from its initial position to the right edge of the stem, to the right of the 

second element and the result is the desired Nom.pl. form holub-ý. The derivations work in the 

same way for the Belarusian cognate hólub (Nom. Pl. halub-ý). Applying two versions of the 

Shifting rule allows us to derive the forms for all the types of shifting stems in both languages. 

Combining the Idsardian analysis of Russian with the newly introduced Shifting rule 

accounts for all possible stress patterns of Ukrainian and Belarusian underived nouns. This 

shows us the advantage of using the single-bracket metrical theory for analyzing lexical stress 

and its variation across languages, in particular across understudied East Slavic languages.  
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